Hand Tools and Accessories - Global Strategic Business Report

Description: This report analyzes the worldwide markets for Hand Tools and Accessories in US$ Million by the following Product Segments: Mechanics' Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others. The report provides separate comprehensive analytics for the US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Middle East/Africa, and Latin America.

Annual estimates and forecasts are provided for the period 2013 through 2020. Also, a seven-year historic analysis is provided for these markets.

Market data and analytics are derived from primary and secondary research. Company profiles are primarily based on public domain information including company URLs.

The report profiles 212 companies including many key and niche players such as:
- Akar Tools Ltd.
- Apex Tool Group
- Channellock Inc.
- Emerson Electric Co.
- Facom SAS

Contents:
I. INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY & PRODUCT DEFINITIONS
- Study Reliability and Reporting Limitations
- Disclaimers
- Data Interpretation & Reporting Level
- Quantitative Techniques & Analytics
- Product Definitions and Scope of Study
- Mechanics’ Service Tools
- Edge Tools
- Other Hand Tools and Accessories

II. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. INDUSTRY OVERVIEW
- A Quick Primer
- Recession
- A Period of Turmoil
- Current State of the World Economy: Key Growth Indicator
  - Table 1: Economic Growth (%) Worldwide by Region: 2011-2014E (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
- Outlook
- Mechanics’ Service Tools Segment Continues to Dominate
- Developing Countries to Lend Traction
- Population Demographics
- Key Market Dynamics
  - Table 2: Global Hand Tools Purchases in the Consumer Segment (2013): Percentage Breakdown by Age Groups (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
- Import
- Export Scenario
  - Table 4: Leading Global Importers of Hand Tools & Accessories (2012 & 2013): Percentage Share Breakdown of Import Volume by Destination Country (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
- Chinese Imports
- Market Implications
2. COMPETITION

Table 5: Global Hand Tools Market by Leading Players (2013): Percentage Share Breakdown of Volume Sales for Apex Tools, Snap-On Inc., Stanley Black & Decker, and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

3. TRENDS, DRIVERS & ISSUES

Recovery in Construction Activity Signals Growth
Table 6: Growth in the Global Construction Market by Sector (2013-2020) (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 7: Percentage Share of Construction Spending by Region 2015 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Building Renovations to Boost Demand
Ergonomics to Determine Product Success
Double-Handed Tools
Design Innovation
Interdisciplinary Science
A Novel 'Tool' for Design?
Focus on Safety & Efficiency Spurs Innovations
DIY Culture Promotes Demand
Professionals Continue to be the Major Users of Hand Tools
E-Retailing Expands Growth Opportunities

Table 8: Factors Influencing Online Purchase Decision
Percentage Share Breakdown by Consumer Preferences (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Resurgence in Automotive Industry Offers Potential for Mechanic's Service Tools
Table 9: World Passenger Car Production by Geographic Region/Country (2010-2018) (in '000 Units) (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 10: World Commercial Vehicles Production by Geographic Region/Country (2010-2018) (in '000 Units) (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Demand for Hand Tools on Rise as Consumers Retain their Vehicles Longer
Table 11: Average Age of Light Vehicles in the United States in 2007, 2012, & 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 12: Average Age of Cars in Europe 2008, 2010, 2012, & 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4. PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Industry Background
Evolution of the Industry
Product Profile
Mechanics' Service Tools
Pliers
Hammers

Table 13: Global Market for Hammers by Type (2013): Percentage Share Breakdown of Volume Sales for Ball Peen, Claw/Rip/framing, Mallet, Sledge and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Ball Peen Hammers
Wrenches
Screwdrivers
Edge Tools
Axe
Adze
Hatchets
Chisels
Paint & Masonry Tools
Miscellaneous Hand Tools and Accessories
Miscellaneous Hand Tools
Shovel
Spades
Hoes
Rakes
Accessories
Sandpaper
5. PRODUCT INNOVATIONS/INTRODUCTIONS

Beta Tools Unveils New Hand Tools Collection
Milwaukee Introduces Jobsite Scissors
M.K. Morse Launches New Saw Blade Series
OX Group Introduces Novel Range
KNIFEX Unveils X-Cut Pliers
Corona® Unveils Hand Tools for the Garden
Southwire Unveils Electrician’s Tools
Plastic Oddities Launches New Cleanout Plug Tool™
Milwaukee Introduces Snap-Off Knives
Bostitch Launches Novel Mechanics Tools
Southwire Unveils a Wide Range of Hand Tools
DeWalt Introduces Novel Line of Mechanic’s Tools
Milwaukee® Introduces Novel Safety Knife
Madden Enterprises Unveils Hand & Power Tools Website
Milwaukee® Unveils New Nut Driver Set
Milwaukee Launches Demolition Screwdrivers

6. RECENT INDUSTRY ACTIVITY

High Road Capital Partners Take Over General Tools & Instruments
Bain Capital Acquires Apex Tools
Klein Tools Forays into Australian Market Through Munne Tools
Carlson Systems Takes Over Western Tools Supply
JCB Enters Indian Hand & Power Tools Market Space
Einhell Germany Acquires kwb tools GmbH & Co. KG

7. FOCUS ON SELECT GLOBAL PLAYERS

Akar Tools Ltd. (India)
Apex Tool Group (US)
Channellock Inc. (US)
Emerson Electric Co. (US)
Facom SAS (France)
Irwin Tools (US)
J.K. Files (India) Limited (India)
Jore Corporation (US)
Kennametal Inc. (US)
Klein Tools Inc. (US)
Leatherman Tool Group, Inc. (US)
Milwaukee Electric Tool Corporation (US)
Pilana Tools Group (Czech Republic)
Sears Holdings Corp. (US)
Snap-On Incorporated (US)
Stanley Black & Decker (US)

8. GLOBAL MARKET PERSPECTIVE

Table 14: World Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Hand Tools & Accessories by Geographic Region
US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific (excluding Japan), Middle East/Africa and Latin America Markets
Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 15: World Historic Review for Hand Tools & Accessories by Geographic Region
US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific (excluding Japan), Middle East/Africa and Latin America Markets
Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales in US$ Million for Years 2006 through 2012 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 16: World 15-Year Perspective for Hand Tools & Accessories by Geographic Region
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific (excluding Japan), Middle East/Africa and Latin America Markets for Years 2006, 2014 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 17: World Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Mechanics’ Service Tools by Geographic Region
US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific (excluding Japan), Middle East/Africa and Latin America Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 18: World Historic Review for Mechanics' Service Tools by Geographic Region
US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific (excluding Japan), Middle East/Africa and Latin America Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales in US$ Million for Years 2006 through 2012 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 19: World 15-Year Perspective for Mechanics' Service Tools by Geographic Region
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific (excluding Japan), Middle East/Africa and Latin America Markets for Years 2006, 2014 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 20: World Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Edge Tools by Geographic Region
US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific (excluding Japan), Middle East/Africa and Latin America Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 21: World Historic Review for Edge Tools by Geographic Region
US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific (excluding Japan), Middle East/Africa and Latin America Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales in US$ Million for Years 2006 through 2012 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 22: World 15-Year Perspective for Edge Tools by Geographic Region
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific (excluding Japan), Middle East/Africa and Latin America Markets for Years 2006, 2014 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 23: World Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Other Hand Tools & Accessories by Geographic Region
US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific (excluding Japan), Middle East/Africa and Latin America Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 24: World Historic Review for Other Hand Tools & Accessories by Geographic Region
US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific (excluding Japan), Middle East/Africa and Latin America Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales in US$ Million for Years 2006 through 2012 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 25: World 15-Year Perspective for Other Hand Tools & Accessories by Geographic Region
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific (excluding Japan), Middle East/Africa and Latin America Markets for Years 2006, 2014 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)


Table 27: Projected Growth in the US Construction Market by Sector (2012-2020) (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 28: US Market for Residential Construction by Estimated Expenditure (in US$ Billions) for 2014E, 2015F and 2016F (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

III. MARKET

1. THE UNITED STATES

A. Market Analysis
Resurgent Construction Market to Promote Demand
Table 29: US Hand Tools Market By Leading Retailers (2013): Percentage Share Breakdown of Value Sales for Home Depot, Lowe's, Sears, Wal-Mart and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Factors Influencing Buyer Decision
Table 30: Major Influencers in Hand Tools Market

Building in Value
Made in USA to Make a Comeback
DIY Home Improvement to Drive Growth
Growing Competition from Power Tools
A Market Dampener

Competitive Landscape

US Hand Tools Trade Statistics
Table 31: US Exports of Hand Tools (2012 & 2013): Percentage Share Breakdown of Export Volume by Destination Country (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 32: US Imports of Hand Tools (2012 & 2013): Percentage Share Breakdown of Import Volume by Destination Country (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 33: US Exports of Planes, Chisels, Gouges and Other Woodwork Cutting Tools (2012 & 2013): Percentage Share Breakdown of Export Volume by Destination Country (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 34: US Imports of Planes, Chisels, Gouges and Other Woodwork Cutting Tools (2012 & 2013): Percentage Share Breakdown of Import Volume by Country of Origin (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 35: US Exports of Screwdrivers (2012 & 2013): Percentage Share Breakdown of Export Volume by Destination Country (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 36: US Imports of Screwdrivers (2012 & 2013): Percentage Share Breakdown of Import Volume by Country of Origin (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 37: US Exports of Hammers (2012 & 2013): Percentage Share Breakdown of Export Value by Destination Country (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 38: US Import of Hammers (2012 & 2013): Percentage Share Breakdown of Export Value by Country of Origin (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

2. CANADA

A. Market Analysis
Positive Outlook for Construction Industry Signals Opportunities
A Peek into the Canadian Market for Residential Construction
Table 42: Canadian Market for Housing Projects by Region (2012 & 2013E): Percentage Share Breakdown of Number of Projects for Alberta, Atlantic, British Columbia, Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec and Saskatchewan (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Export & Import Statistics
Table 43: Canadian Exports of Hand Tools & Accessories (2012 & 2013): Percentage Share Breakdown of Export Value by Destination Country (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 44: Canadian Imports of Hand Tools & Accessories (2012 & 2013): Percentage Share Breakdown of Import Value by Country of Origin (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 45: Canadian Exports of Hand Tools & Accessories (2012 & 2013): Percentage Share Breakdown of Export Value by Destination Country (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 46: Canadian Imports of Hand Tools & Accessories (2012 & 2013): Percentage Share Breakdown of Import Value by Country of Origin (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

B. Market Analytics
Table 49: Canadian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment Mechanics' Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 50: Canadian Historic Review for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment Mechanics' Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2006 through 2012 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 51: Canadian 15-Year Perspective for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Mechanics' Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets for Years 2006, 2014 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
3. JAPAN

A. Market Analysis
   Distribution Channels
B. Market Analytics
   Table 54: Japanese Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
   Mechanics’ Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 55: Japanese Historic Review for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
   Mechanics’ Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2006 through 2012 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 56: Japanese 15-Year Perspective for Hand Tools & Accessories Markets for Years 2006, 2014 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4. EUROPE

A. Market Analysis
   Western Europe
   A Glimmer of Optimism
   Table 57: Projected Growth in the West European Construction Market by Country (2012-2020) (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Hand Tools Trade Scenario
   Table 58: EU Imports of Hand Tools (2013): Percentage Share Breakdown of Export Value by Country of Origin (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 59: EU Imports of Hand Tools (2013): Percentage Share Breakdown of Export Value by Country of Origin (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 60: EU Exports of Hand Tools (2013): Percentage Share Breakdown of Import Value by Destination Country (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 61: European Export of Hand Tools to Countries Within EU (2013): Percentage Share Breakdown of Import Value by Destination Country (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Key Players
B. Market Analytics
   Table 62: European Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Hand Tools & Accessories by Geographic Region
   France, Germany, Italy, UK, Spain, Russia and Rest of Europe Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 63: European Historic Review for Hand Tools & Accessories by Geographic Region
   France, Germany, Italy, UK, Spain, Russia and Rest of Europe Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2006 through 2012 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 64: European 15-Year Perspective for Hand Tools & Accessories by Geographic Region
   Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for France, Germany, Italy, UK, Spain, Russia and Rest of Europe Markets for Years 2006, 2014 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 65: European Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
   Mechanics’ Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 66: European Historic Review for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
   Mechanics’ Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2006 through 2012 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 67: European 15-Year Perspective for Hand Tools & Accessories Markets for Years 2006, 2014 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4a. FRANCE

A. Market Analysis
   Facom SAS
   A Key Player
B. Market Analytics
   Table 68: French Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
   Mechanics’ Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 69: French Historic Review for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Mechanics’ Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2006 through 2012 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 70: French 15-Year Perspective for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Mechanics’ Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets for Years 2006, 2014 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4b. GERMANY
Market Analysis
Table 71: German Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Mechanics’ Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 72: German Historic Review for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Mechanics’ Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2006 through 2012 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 73: German 15-Year Perspective for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Mechanics’ Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets for Years 2006, 2014 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4c. ITALY
Market Analysis
Table 74: Italian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Mechanics’ Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 75: Italian Historic Review for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Mechanics’ Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2006 through 2012 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 76: Italian 15-Year Perspective for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Mechanics’ Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets for Years 2006, 2014 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4d. THE UNITED KINGDOM
A. Market Analysis
Resurgence in Construction Activity to Promote Demand
B. Market Analytics
Table 77: The UK Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Mechanics’ Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 78: The UK Historic Review for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Mechanics’ Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2006 through 2012 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 79: The UK 15-Year Perspective for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Mechanics’ Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets for Years 2006, 2014 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4e. SPAIN
Market Analysis
Table 80: Spanish Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Mechanics’ Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 81: Spanish Historic Review for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Mechanics’ Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2006 through 2012 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 82: Spanish 15-Year Perspective for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Mechanics’ Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets for Years 2006, 2014 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4f. RUSSIA
Market Analysis
Table 83: Russian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Mechanics’ Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 84: Russian Historic Review for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Mechanics’ Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2006 through 2012 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 85: Russian 15-Year Perspective for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Mechanics’ Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets for Years 2006, 2014 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
4g. REST OF EUROPE
A. Market Analysis
Pilana Tools Group
A Key Player
B. Market Analytics
Table 86: Rest of European Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Mechanics' Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 87: Rest of European Historic Review for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Mechanics' Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2006 through 2012 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 88: Rest of European 15-Year Perspective for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Mechanics' Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets for Years 2006, 2014 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5. ASIA-PACIFIC
A. Market Analysis
Positive Construction Activity Outlook to Drive Growth
Table 89: Projected Growth in the Asian Construction Market by Region for Residential and Overall Construction (2014-2020) (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
B. Market Analytics
Table 90: Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Hand Tools & Accessories by Geographic Region
China, India and Rest of Asia-Pacific Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 91: Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Hand Tools & Accessories by Geographic Region
China, India and Rest of Asia-Pacific Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2006 through 2012 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 92: Asia-Pacific 15-Year Perspective for Hand Tools & Accessories by Geographic Region
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for China, India and Rest of Asia-Pacific Markets for Years 2006, 2014 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 93: Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Mechanics' Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 94: Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Mechanics' Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2006 through 2012 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 95: Asia-Pacific 15-Year Perspective for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Mechanics' Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets for Years 2006, 2014 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
5a. CHINA
A. Market Analysis
Chinese Hand Tools Industry
A Prelude
B. Market Analytics
Table 96: Chinese Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Mechanics' Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 97: Chinese Historic Review for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Mechanics' Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2006 through 2012 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 98: Chinese 15-Year Perspective for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Mechanics' Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets for Years 2006, 2014 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
5b. INDIA
A. Market Analysis
A Brief Overview
Strategic Corporate Development
Select Players
B. Market Analytics
A. Market Analysis

1. SELECTED MARKETS

Taiwan

Taiwanese Hand Tools Sector - Bodes Brighter Prospects

Market Challenges

Market Incompetence Whittles Down Number of Players

Hand Tools vis-a-vis Power Tools in Taiwan

Table 102: Hand Tools and Power Tools Market in Taiwan by Application Market (2013): Do-it-Yourself and Professional (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

The Advent of Digital Hand Tools in Taiwan

Table 103: Hand Tools and Power Tools Market in Hong Kong by Application Market (2013): Do-it-Yourself and Professional (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Strategic Corporate Development

B. Market Analytics

Table 104: Rest of Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment

Mechanics’ Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 105: Rest of Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment

Mechanics’ Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2006 through 2012 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 106: Rest of Asia-Pacific 15-Year Perspective for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment

Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Mechanics’ Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets for Years 2006, 2014 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

6. THE MIDDLE EAST/AFRICA

A. Market Analysis

Construction Industry Outlook

Table 107: Projected Growth in Middle East & African Construction Markets (2012-2020) (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

B. Market Analytics

Table 108: The Middle East/African Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment

Mechanics’ Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 109: The Middle East/African Historic Review for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment

Mechanics’ Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2006 through 2012 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 110: The Middle East/African 15-Year Perspective for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment

Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Mechanics’ Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets for Years 2006, 2014 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

7. LATIN AMERICA

A. Market Analysis

Construction Industry Outlook

Table 111: Projected Growth in the Latin American Construction Market by Country (2013-2020) (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

B. Market Analytics

Table 112: Latin American Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Hand Tools & Accessories by Geographic Region
Brazil and Rest of Latin America Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 113: Latin American Historic Review for Hand Tools & Accessories by Geographic Region
Brazil and Rest of Latin America Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2006 through 2012 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 114: Latin American 15-Year Perspective for Hand Tools & Accessories by Geographic Region
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Brazil and Rest of Latin America Markets for Years 2006, 2014 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 115: Latin American Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Mechanics' Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 116: Latin American Historic Review for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Mechanics' Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2006 through 2012 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 117: Latin American 15-Year Perspective for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Mechanics' Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets for Years 2006, 2014 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
7a. BRAZIL
Market Analysis
Table 118: Brazilian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Mechanics' Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 119: Brazilian Historic Review for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Mechanics' Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2006 through 2012 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 120: Brazilian 15-Year Perspective for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Mechanics' Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets for Years 2006, 2014 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
7b. REST OF LATIN AMERICA
A. Market Analysis
Mexico
Construction Industry Overview
B. Market Analytics
Table 121: Rest of Latin America Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Mechanics' Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2013 through 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 122: Rest of Latin America Historic Review for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Mechanics' Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2006 through 2012 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 123: Rest of Latin America 15-Year Perspective for Hand Tools & Accessories by Product Segment
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Mechanics' Service Tools, Edge Tools, and Others Hand Tools & Accessories Markets for Years 2006, 2014 & 2020 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
IV. COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE
Total Companies Profiled: 212 (including Divisions/Subsidiaries 226)
The United States (71)
Canada (3)
Japan (3)
Europe (109)
France (8)
Germany (41)
The United Kingdom (27)
Italy (5)
Spain (10)
Rest of Europe (18)
Asia-Pacific (Excluding Japan) (38) A
frica (2)
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Email Address: * ____________________________
Job Title: ____________________________
Organisation: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
City: ____________________________
Postal / Zip Code: ____________________________
Country: ____________________________
Phone Number: ____________________________
Fax Number: ____________________________

* Please refrain from using free email accounts when ordering (e.g. Yahoo, Hotmail, AOL)
Payment Information

Please indicate the payment method you would like to use by selecting the appropriate box.

☐ Pay by credit card: You will receive an email with a link to a secure webpage to enter your credit card details.

☐ Pay by check: Please post the check, accompanied by this form, to:

Research and Markets,
Guinness Center,
Taylors Lane,
Dublin 8,
Ireland.

☐ Pay by wire transfer: Please transfer funds to:

Account number 833 130 83
Sort code 98-53-30
Swift code ULSBIE2D
IBAN number IE78ULSB98533083313083
Bank Address Ulster Bank,
27-35 Main Street,
Blackrock,
Co. Dublin,
Ireland.

If you have a Marketing Code please enter it below:

Marketing Code: ________________________________

Please note that by ordering from Research and Markets you are agreeing to our Terms and Conditions at http://www.researchandmarkets.com/info/terms.asp

Please fax this form to:

(646) 607-1907 or (646) 964-6609 - From USA
+353-1-481-1716 or +353-1-653-1571 - From Rest of World